**Sandwich Recliner**
A supportive, transformative recliner for sandwiches.
- Lightweight and comfortable foam construction with soft-touch slip cover
- Incline percentage can be altered according to preference

ORDER CODE: 2017001

**Phantom Limb**
A therapy tool and/or companion for those trees who have had limbs or even smaller branches or twigs pruned.
- Lightweight tape-and-cardboard construction
- Can be flat packed
- Customizable dimensions and wood type

ORDER CODE: 2017003

**Custom travel case for whole jar of pickles**
Protective travel case for a single jar of pickles.
- Made from high density extruded polystyrene
- Each section is cut individually for a specific pickle, measurements are required and in-person consultation is recommended
- The case can only be a short-term option and is not viable for long-term travel or storage. Pickles will begin to shrivel if left out of their brine for any long period of time

ORDER CODE: 2017002

**Pickle case**
(bird's eye view, with pickles)
**Pear Protector**

Extruded polystyrene protective net for XXL pears.

- Split-weave construction makes this protector expandable
- Suits most pears, from the more rounded Ya/ Nashi and to the lumpy Packham and the elongated Beurre Bosc
- Classic styling

**ORDER CODE:** 20170034

---

**Hedge Comb / Topiary Stencil**

Grooming tools for hedges and evergreen shrubs.

- Large tooth comb for neatening edges and customisable stencil for even and shaped leaf trimming
- Solid plywood in butter yellow for high visibility in the garden
- Comes as a set

**ORDER CODE:** 2017005
**Souvenir Stand**
A customisable suite of retail displays targeted at the worm-on-vacation.

**Model A: Postcards**
A leaning postcard rack, with four different styles of cards available for holiday-makers to send to loved ones.
- Basic version comes with four card slots, space available for more if required
- Comes in matte celery green, with dirt crusting and hessian detail
- Cards are printed in one colour (brown or orange) on grey pulp cardboard. These are printed with water-based inks from custom plates made from either glued string or incised polystyrene. Minimum order 400
- Pen on 2m ball chain is fixed to side of rack for the invertebrate's convenience

**Model B: Collectable Novelty Signs**
A self-supporting stand of carved novelty signs, in a solid plywood with a cedar stain, ready for hanging in the home or garden by attached stainless-steel chain.
- Sign styles include:
  - SIX FEET UNDER AND LOVIN' IT!
  - HOME IS WHERE THE DIRT IS!
  - GET LEGLESS!
  - [image of worm exiting apple]
  - [image of worms]
- Comes in matte butter yellow, with dirt crusting and hessian detail

**Model C: Keepsake Fruits and Vegetables**
A self-supporting display of a range of souvenir produce, both plastic and organic, housed in colourful net bags.
- Basic version comes with 11 stainless-steel hooks, additional hooks can be attached if required
- Comes in matte sausage pink, with dirt crusting and hessian detail
- Available produce is chosen on a seasonal basis

**ORDER CODES:** 2017006A, 2017006B, 2017006C
Boyfriend pillow

Custom companion pillow for bananas or sausages.
- Made from high-density foam
- Housed in a wipe-clean, decorative outer.
- Comes in a range of measurements, curvature styles and stacked formations.
- No-curve companion pillows can be made through a custom order.

ORDER CODE: 2017007